AUDIO VISUAL SOLUTIONS FOR ANY SPACE
What is SOLAVI

Northern European company SOLAVI provides audio visual system design, complete solutions and consultancy services to a wide range of clients across the region, with ambitions beyond those boundaries.

We are a team of talented and creative engineers who can make your ideas come true. Holding all the necessary certificates, we are more than just AV specialists.

Keeping in mind your needs for developing a space and applying our knowledge and experience, we realize your ideas technologically in the way you haven’t even dreamed about.

SOLAVI instruments

VIDEO
- Video projections
- Projection screens
- Displays
- LED walls
- Video walls
- Image processing
- Event controllers
- Video conference
- Telepresence
- Signal distribution and control systems
- Room booking systems
- Video wall cubes
- Digital signage

AUDIO
- Public address systems
- Speakers
- Amplifiers
- Mixing consoles
- Microphones
- Intercom systems
- Background music systems
- Recording and playback
- Signal management
- Voice alarm audio systems

STAGE
- Rigging and truss systems
- Stage curtains
- Stage platform systems

LIGHTING
- PRO lighting fixtures
- Stage and theatre lighting
- Moving heads
- Dimmers
- Lighting consoles
- Architectural lighting

SOLAVI. MORE THAN JUST TECHNOLOGIES.
Stage design & Entertainment

The properly designed equipment for concert halls, theatre stages, event spaces, theme parks and leisure centres with sound lighting and video systems allows audience to experience the event at its best quality.

Museums & Exhibitions

Innovative and interactive installations, multi touch systems and holograms give visitors a chance not only enjoy, but also participate in the amazing journey through the history in both the past and the future.

Meeting & Conference rooms

To provide a fruitful, mind provoking atmosphere and to facilitate the outcome, the AV system support enhances collaboration during meetings, education events and presentations in both private and state establishments.

Retail & Public spaces

Efficient use of space for advertising creates informed customer choices. Audio visual application by means of screens and speakers influences the target audience leisurely, making information vivid and alive.
SOLAVI partners

We represent many of household names in the high-tech world, such as Barco, Crestron, AV Stumpfl, Extron, NEC, Mitsubishi Electric, Bose and others. A careful selection of vendors and our expertise in equipment service allows you to trust our offer of high quality product.